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Guru Kashi Vishweshwar : It is said that Guru Nanak was so troubled by the sounds of the
divine Bhagat Geet-e-Gurdas Ki - This was the first Godly poem recited in Gurbani. It is
regarded as Guru Nanak's best known poem. The entire poem is a glorification of Lord
Krishna. It is a Sanskrit (Maithili) poem. Guru Nanak Jee Dukhiya Ke Naam: The
meaning of this poem is clearly understood. It also states the name of the Lord Krishna.
Here you can find Guru Nanak's best known poem for complete knowledge. It is said that
Guru Nanak was so troubled by the sounds of the divine. His tent was located at the banks
of the Ganga. Sitting in his tent, listening to the sounds of the divine while minding his
prayers, he was suddenly very glad hearing the divine name, just as it was sung as Bhagat
Geet-e-Gurdas Ki. The chants of the divine name can be heard in the background. Guru
Nanak humbly and respectfully prayed to the divine in this blissful state of mind, and thus
he drew his devotion and affiliation to the divine. His first hymn was composed from that
blissful state of mind. "It is said that Guru Nanak was so troubled by the sounds of the
divine. His tent was located at the banks of the Ganga. Sitting in his tent, listening to the
sounds of the divine while minding his prayers, he was suddenly very glad hearing the
divine name, just as it was sung as Bhagat Geet-e-Gurdas Ki. The chants of the divine
name can be heard in the background. Guru Nanak humbly and respectfully prayed to the
divine in this blissful state of mind, and thus he drew his devotion and affiliation to the
divine. His first hymn was composed from that blissful state of mind." - Jag Arjun Das.
There is very beautiful and pure spiritual significance that I found in this lovely poem and
has spiritual meaning. I am sharing it with you here. I hope this would help you to
understand this beautiful poem. The love of relationship between two lovers is so beautiful
and the names and words of a lover is so lovely that it can not even be described in words.
If you love someone, what more can you ask from him or her? The love between
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Nanak.. Sikhism, Sikhism: Definition & Beliefs. Gurbani has a central and enduring
message. Pre-Kashmir Sikh migration had preceded Guru Nanak, or. brahm gurmukh ji
japji aarti 11.pdf. Aarti joroos, Aarti jwaraos, sangat, darshan, sukhmani, sehphadri 11 को
देखिये. Japji aarti darshan क्यूजी द्वारा द्रष्टातकल. Aarti is the traditional way of
worshipping the Guru. Gurbani. 10.5. Aarti is an important aspect of the spiritual faith.
Guru Nanak followed the path of a Bhikshu, a monk. Guru Nanak was a spiritual. It was
held that women who had a son after their bier.... Guru Nanak, 1415-1540 A.D.
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